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From The Editor
Dear Members and Friends of WWEA,
This Bulletin is documenting a new international movement: Towards a global 100 % renewable energy
supply.
In the past one or two years, a global debate has started whether and how a full renewable energy
supply would be possible.
WWEA is one of the initiators of this debate, by launching the Global 100 % RE campaign (www.go100re.
net) in the year 2013.
The debate has received strong direct and indirect support from many different groups, from civil society,
businesses, and even companies and international organizations. As presented in this bulletin, it has reached
the United Nations climate change meetings - WWEA’s 100 % side event at the COP20 in Lima was branded as
“Lima Climate Action Highlight” and more than 100 governments supported the call that the world should
phase out fossil fuels in the coming decades. WWEA has presented concrete proposals how such a process
could be supported by new financial instruments such as international guarantees for national investments in
renewable energy.
It has also reached the local level, more and more municipalities are on the way to harvest their local
renewable energy resources. In order to encourage more municipalities to follow such a pathway, WWEA is
part of a group which will set up a network of 100 % RE cities, including the needed quality criteria.
Are there enough renewable resources available? At least for the wind sector, WWEA can clearly answer
this question: Yes, as our World Wind Resource Assessment Report has found out. The world has enough
wind resources to cover all its energy needs only from wind.
On the way towards our 100 % goal, we have however still many hurdles to overcome. Some of them
have been identified in a WWEA study about the wind market of Pakistan, certainly similar conditions can be
found in other countries as well.
Important developments in three other countries are described here as well: China, Israel, Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea and Uruguay. All these reports reflect markets in very different stages, however,
all of them demonstrate us that the world is moving towards more and more renewable energy.
With best wishes,
Stefan Gsänger
Secretary General, WWEA
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New Record in Worldwide
Wind Installations
More than 50 GW
Additional Wind Power
Capacity, Wind Power
Worldwide Close to 370
GW

– According to preliminary

figures gathered by WWEA, the year
2014 brought a new record in wind
power installations: More than 50
Gigawatt of capacity were added

during the year 2014, bringing the

total wind power capacity close to 370
Gigawatt. The market volume for new

wind capacity was 40 % bigger than in
2013, and significantly bigger than in
the previous record year 2012, when
44,6 GW were installed,

The top twelve countries alone

installed 44,8 Gigawatt of new wind

power plants, half of them setting new
national records:

– China added 23,3 Gigawatt, the

largest number a country has ever

4

added within one year, reaching a total
capacity of 115 GW.

– Germany has become the

second largest market for new

turbines, adding onshore and offshore
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5,8 Gigawatt.

to see that wind power investment

Gigawatt.

Latin America as well as in Africa are

– The US market recovered from

its previous slump and reached 4,9

– The newcomer of the year 2014

is Brazil with additional capacity of

2,8 Gigawatt, the first time that a Latin
American country has reached such
figure.

– New national installation

records were also achieved in Canada
(1,9 Gigawatt) and Sweden (1
Gigawatt).

– Denmark set a new world

record by reaching a wind power share
of 39 % in the domestic power supply.
– Amongst the top 12

countries, Spain, Denmark and Italy
saw stagnation in terms of new
installations.

For the first time since 2009, the

speed of growth was bigger than in

the previous year: The global installed

wind capacity grew by 16 % compared

with the year 2013, significantly higher
than the previous 12,8 %.

Wind power is now an undisputed

pillar of the electricity supply in many
parts of the world. 370 Gigawatt of

wind power installed worldwide can
now contribute close to 5 % of the
global electricity demand. Several

countries, including Denmark, Spain,

Portugal, Ireland, the United Kingdom
and Germany, have now reached 10%
or more of their power coming from
wind.

Stefan Gsänger, WWEA Secretary

General: “The global figures for 2014

look very bright, we are very pleased

is still speeding up at an enormous

pace. Especially the new markets in

reflecting the importance which wind

power is now playing in the electricity
supply, as a cheap and reliable power
source. However, there are some

clouds on the sky: Several of the leading
wind markets especially in Europe

have seen stagnation, and some of the
booming markets have been caused
by anticipated setbacks in policy

frameworks. And when looking at the
longer-term trends, the key factor for

the future success of wind power will
be the political and social support

for wind power. In this sense, WWEA
will intensify its work on advising

policymakers about the benefits of

wind power, and how to make these

benefits accessible for communities all
over the world.”

Gadi Hareli, WWEA Board

Member and Executive Chair of the

WWEC2015: “The WWEA has been a
strong supporter not only of existing
mature markets but also of new

developing markets. Such is the case
of Israel and the upcoming World

Wind Energy Conference WWEC2015
(www.worldwindconf.net) which is

expected to be the cornerstone for the
3 Gigawatt potential of the country,

as well as many more in the region.
WWEA sees the main challenges of
further wind power deployment in

boosting this towards 100% renewable
energy, with wind being a dominant
factor.”

Bonn, 5 February 2015 (WWEA)
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Global Alliance Calls for Quality
Criteria for 100%
Renewable Energy Targets
An increasing number of local

governments is setting ambitious

renewable energy targets to combat
human induced climate chaos.

In a joint statement, members of

the Global 100% RE campaign, an

international alliance of organizations,
associations and research institutions,
highlight, however, that an energy

transformation can only succeed if
benefits are shared across society,

including citizens and communities.
At the ICLEI World congress in

Seoul, Korea, the group warns that

future energy markets built on 100%
renewable energy have to be ‘people

centered’ and ‘community driven’.

required system change’.

ISE, World Wind Energy Association

a clear mandate to facilitate the

Members of the group include

the World Future Council, Fraunhofer
and ICLEI, the world’s biggest cities
network. A spokesperson of the

alliance says the increasing number

of regions and cities committing on a

100% renewable energy target are ‘an
encouraging signal’. However, there is

a need for quality criteria for reaching
100% Renewable Energy. Therefore

the alliance is introducing guidelines
for governments to ensure that this

transformation will indeed serve the

needs of the people and facilitate ‘the

The guidelines presented

include a robust policy framework,
implementation of emerging and

innovative technologies as well as

a reasonable monitoring procedure
to measure progress. They will

also help to assess different levels

of commitment with regard to the

three sectors of transport, heat and
electricity.

“Cities, towns and countries

around the world show continued

leadership to tackle environmental,

economic and social crisis by shifting

Photo: Zhang Longting
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toward 100% renewable energy.

of the World Wind Energy Association:

and democratic principles” says Anna

would be an illusion to believe that

However, this transformation will

only happen if it is in line with just

Leidreiter, Coordinator of the Global
100% RE Alliance.

This week in Seoul, the alliance

launches a new 100% RE network for
local governments that will follow a
people-centered and decentralized

approach. The initiative is based on
indicators and criteria in order to

strengthen the understanding within
local governments on what 100% RE

means and to enhance the knowledge
on how to reach it.

Stefan Gsänger, Secretary General

“The global renewable energy uptake
is highly encouraging. However, it

simply fuelling the same system with
different resources will lead us into

the right direction and keep the planet
for our current and future generations
habitable. Instead, we must transform

our societies and economies to ensure
sustainable access to energy for all.
Examples from around the world

show that community-driven solutions
enable our society to convert our

energy production and supply industry
at the required speed and scale.”

Notes to editors:
From Vancouver in Canada, to Hawaii and Georgetown, Texas in the US,
all• the way to Coffs Harbour in Australia: in recent weeks, local governments
around the world are making news by setting 100% Renewable Energy
targets. Some nations are proving that achieving this ambitious goal is viable.
For instance, Costa Rica has been running on 100% Renewable Energy for
the past three months and Scotland is on course to meet its 50% renewable
electricity target ahead of schedule.
Members of the Global 100% RE campaign will be launching a global
100% RE• network for local governments, based on a set of indicators
and criteria. These indicators will be discussed with local government
representatives at the ICLEI World Congress in Seoul this week, followed up by
the Climate Alliance Annual International Conference in Dresden in April and
the Global Learning Forum in Vancouver in May.

Seoul/Hamburg/Bonn, 8 April 2015
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Towards the Climate
Conference Paris –
Mapping the Way Towards 100%
Renewable Energy
The COP20
Presidency branded the
related WBA/WWEA Side
Event of 5 December as
“Lima Climate Action
Highlight” and will
showcase a summary
during the COP20 Highlevel Session.
Regions, cities and
communities leading the
transformation towards
100 % renewables.

8

Regions, cities and communities

demonstrate that the transformation
to a 100% renewable fuelled society
is possible. The WBA and WWEA

report here in Lima about examples
already realized

– One example is a city with 170

000 inhabitants in central Europe
(Pécs, Hungary)

In Pécs, the coal and gas

fired boilers for district heat were

completely replaced by two biomass
boilers with a total capacity of

300MW based on wood and straw

generating now all the electricity and
Heat needed in the city.

– The other example a rural

region with 30 000 inhabitants
(district Murau, Austria).

The district of Murau is

implementing a renewable energy
and climate model, coordinated
by a climate manager aiming to

promote electricity from hydropower,
photovoltaics, wind, biomass as
well as heat from biomass and

solar thermal and mobility based
on electricity. In 2013 the region
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produced 200% of the electricity

leverage out of every dollar invested

heat needed and just started different

that the currently available 5 billion

needed with renewables, 70% of the
projects of e-mobility. By 2020 also
heat will be 100% renewable and
transport will follow later.

The Global 100% Renewables

campaign www.go100re.net

has collected more examples of

communities, cities and regions
which have achieved 100 %

renewable energy. Many other

communities, many cities countries

could follow these examples based on
the gained experiences.

Finance as a key: Green
Climate Fund to provide guarantees and grants
As reported by the WWEA,

an investment of 20-50 dollar – so

programmes by providing guarantees
and grants

• No subsidies, no tax reduction

USD for mitigation could result in

or other government support for

more than 200 billion USD.

of fossil fuels

renewable energy investment of

What is needed?

• Green Climate Fund to

support developing countries with
large, dedicated renewable energy

fossil fuels instead of higher taxation
• Reliable stable supportive

government policies in favour of

renewable energies, better efficiency
• Awareness building, capacity

building, training, financial support
by governments

Background:
Seen from a global climate perspective the world is moving into the
wrong direction. From 2010 to 2012 the demand for fossil fuels increased by
5%, the GHG emissions by 4.7%. By 2012, the world consumed 590 Mtoe more
fossil fuels than 2010 and 118 Mtoe more renewables, 67 Mtoe of which was
biomass. The growth rate of fossil fuels was 5 time bigger than that of RES.
These figures are in plain contradiction to the dramatic reports on the

one major barrier for a fast switch

status of the world’s climate published recently by the IPCC. Following the

mobilising the necessary financial

third of the world’s actual emissions in 2012.

towards renewable energy lies in
resources. Renewables, although

being cost-competitive, require a

climate mitigation scenario of the IPCC the CO2 emissions should be only a
In addition,
– In the year 2013, the governments of the powerful G20 countries spent

high share of initial investment.

US$78 billion to support the exploration of new oil and gas fields.

are often decisive, in particular in the

may trigger an additional increase in the use of fossil fuels and GHG emissions

Hence capital access and capital cost

– Over the last months the oil price declined by 40%, a price decline that

developing world.

– unless proper government policies are implemented.

should hence provide guarantees for

represented here in Lima, start stronger efforts in the fight against climate

governments, e.g. by backing feed-in

efforts to comply with the 2°C target will fail.

The Green Climate Fund

investors, in particular via national

These are alarming facts. Unless the governments of the countries,
change and in favour of the transition to renewable energies, the global
According to an analysis of the IPCC reports, made by WBA, the world

tariffs or microcredit schemes with

should increase the share of renewables in the global supply to more than

guarantees is strongly supported by

in order to comply with 2°C target. The Global100%Renewables campaign,

public guarantees. The need for such
renewable energy investors in the
developing world.

Based on such new mechanisms,

the Green Climate Fund could

50% by 2035 and simultaneously reduce the combustion of fossil fuels by half,
co-founded by WWEA and WBA, suggests accordingly that new energy related
investment should only be done in renewable energy from now on.
Lima/Stockholm/Bonn, 4 December 2014.
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Improving Investment
Conditions for Wind and
Other Renewables

in the Developing World
world Wind Energy Association (WWEA)

Introduction
Developing and emerging

economies have fast become major

players in renewable energy markets.
Primarily driven by an increasing

demand for energy, these countries

are promoting renewable energies to

diversify their energy mix and reap the
environmental and economic beneﬁts.
Although there exist global consensus
to limit the use of fossil-fuels in

developed and developing countries

alike, the developing world may beneﬁt
from the opportunity to leapfrog

in renewable energy technologies

(RET). Many developing countries,

however, face a comparave disadvan-

tage in attracting much needed private

developing world and establishing

remain excepon in this regard.

(IRENA) and the Green Climate Fund

capital. Emerging economies, China,

Brazil, South Africa and India, however
Create enabling environment and

scaling up private capital availability in
developing markets remain key policy

goals. Higher level of (perceived) risks,
ineﬃcient energy market structures,

lack of suﬃcient support mechanisms,
among others, remain key barriers in
renewable energy market developments. Although these countries

are striving to devise policies and

overcome these barriers, they lack
the required scale of ﬁnancial and

technological resources. Therefore,
a growing realisaon to assist the

¹(FS UNEP Centre - Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2014)
10

mullateral instuons such as the

Internaonal Renewable Energy Agency
(GCF) are steps in the right direcon.
Following a call from the GCF,

recent ﬁnancing pledges made by
various countries, mainly led by

developed economies, to leverage

private investment ﬂows for climate
ﬁnance are believed to enable

developing countries in meeng their

renewable energy deployment goals

along with dealing with climate change
adaptaon issues.

Realising the need to assess

the exisng support frameworks and
develop new mechanisms to assist
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developing countries, the World

2004¹. Having reached its peak

documented policy lessons; and

at USD 214 billion.² Although the

Wind Energy Associaon (WWEA)

iniated a research project in Pakistan;
convened an internaonal conference
involving a variety of experts from

the public and private sectors. The
discussion focused on mapping

the need for support mechanisms,

analysing the exisng framework at

various levels, and engineering policy
tools for international policymakers

intending to make their eﬀorts more
effective and eﬀecve. One important
barrier which has been idenﬁed is
access to ﬁnance – mainly due to

perceived risk of the investment and
lack of knowledge in the domesc

ﬁnance sector. It is obvious that other

developing countries are facing similar
challenges.

This paper summarises the

discussion on the current challenges
related to ﬁnancing wind power

in developing markets and while

converging them with the deliberaons
that took place at the conference,

aims to assist decision makers in the

private and public sectors engaged in

the development of renewable energy
markets in developing countries – in
parcular aiming at helping decision-

makers in internaonal organisations.

RE Market Investment Trends
Global renewable energy (RE)

market aracted USD 40 billion in

in 2011, USD 279 billion, total

industrialised counterparts.⁵

investments made in 2013 are esmated

RE Investment Risks

is more than the developing coun-

renewable energy markets or installed

decade. For instance developing

developing world. Given that when one

market share of developed economies
tries', the latter's share has been
steadily increasing over the past

economies' share exceeded 40 percent
in total investment, esmated to be 20

percent in 2004. This growth has been
led by China, Brazil and India. These

countries account for more than threefourth of the total investment made in
developing countries' RE markets.
In terms of technology, solar

power was the lead recipient of

investments; attracting USD 113.7
billion, recording a 20 percent

decrease over the past year. Due to the
sharp decline in costs and increased
eﬃciency, 39 GW generaon capacity
was added for solar PV with 20

percent less money required for 30 GW
capacity addition in 2012.

Wind energy market remained

resilient. There was rather modest

35 GW capacity addion during 2013³
with a mere one percent decrease in

overall investments⁴ - and encouraging
17,6 GW installed in ﬁrst half of 2014.

Growing share of investment in

capacies are not good indicators in
assessing RE market growth in the

excludes emerging economies, China,
India and Brazil, investment ﬂows

toward these markets would become

less encouraging. This is not parcularly
the case with these markets; the risk
weights assigned to investments in

these (risky) economies make them
less aracve desnaons for private

investors who would prefer to have

invested in emerging economies with
posive performance outlook. The fact
however remains that developing
naons cannot be leenrely on the

choice of capital markets, which

could further deepen the economic

inequalies through convenonal risk

pricing models. Moreover, the allocaon
of resources in developing countries'

RE markets has to be ensured to meet

global development goals to eradicate
poverty and accelerate economic
growth.

In general, the risks related to

Interesngly, developing economies'

wind power investments are low, given

true for small hydro where developing

over the lifeme of a project. However,

investment in wind power overtook

developed countries. The same stands
countries' new installed capacity
is signiﬁcantly higher than their

the maturity of its technology and

predictability of the harvested power
wind energy has the speciality that

it has almost no operational cost and

²(Climate Policy Instute, 2014) ³(WWEA, 2014) ⁴(REN21, 2014) ⁵(REN21, 2014) ⁶For a detailed list of the nature

and types of RE investment risks please see (Jusce, 2009)
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Challenges, Prospects & Solutions

Improving Investment Conditions for Wind and Other Renewables in the Developing World

Case Study: Pakistan's Wind Energy Market
Pakistan's wind energy market faces numerous barriers common in other developing countries as well,
namely insuﬃcient grid infrastructure and ineﬃcient policy implementa�on. Although the barriers
pertaining to ﬁnancing projects have been assigned moderate-level seriousness, the cost of capital is
signiﬁcantly high. Moreover, if the project sponsor is not an established business house, it was
observed that the project faced serious problems to raise debt from domes�c or interna�onal markets.
Similarly, the cost of capital raised by various developers is very high due to factors such as high country
risk, inﬂa�on etc. Finally, the ﬁnancial sector had a mixed response with respect to ﬁnancing more
projects due to the reported higher level of lending exposure taken at the energy sector in the country.
Therefore, if the country needs to develop addi�onal renewable energy projects, it shall have to rely on
foreign capital and debt markets.
Based on these observa�ons, the conclusion can be drawn that: a) Pakistan faces scarcity of ﬁnancial
resources to achieve its policy goals to deploy RETs, b) the available resources are costlier due to higher
ﬁnancial risks. Other developing countries that are experiencing a lack of macroeconomic stability face
similar barriers that need to be eradicated through oﬀering a reliable enabling environment and
mi�ga�ng investments risks to ul�mately lower the cost of RE power genera�on. As found by UNDP
(UNDP, 2013), the cost of RE projects in developing countries are nearly 40 percent higher than in
developed countries due to the risks associated with these investments. Given that public support can
be mobilised to overcome this barrier, RETs will become far more compe��ve in developing countries
than conven�onal sources of energy.
Barriers Seriousness Assessment
Seriousness Assessment
Elimination Preferences
4.1

4.4

Ensuring grid availability and integration

Insufficient grid infrastructure & interconnection facilities
3.5

3.7

Fulfil power purchase obligations as promised

Lack of coordination between government agencies
3.3

3.6

Improving coordination between government agencies

Government's inability to fulfil its power purchase commitments
3.3

3.6

A transparent and expedited land allocation process

Inconsistent government policies
3.0

3.6

Making policies more consistent

Limited avenues for project financing
3.0

3.5

Improving ease of doing business

Unsuitable business environment and macroeconomic instability
2.9

3.2

Overcoming financial barriers

Lack of operational efficiency in government agencies
2.1

3.1

Enhance institutional capacities of govt. agencies

Unsuitable tariff setting mechanism
1.7

2.7

Land allocation mechanism is inefficient

5

12

4

3

2

1

Improving tariff-setting mechanim

0

4

1

2

3

4
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high up-front investment is needed.

integraon facilies for renewable energy

employs various tools including

factor out of the three risk categories:

grid infrastructure plays a crucial

independent power producers (IPP) to

This naturally increases the risk of the
inial investment hence is the decisive
policy and regulaon, market and

ﬁnancial, and technical. The risks

pertaining to policy and regulaon are

associated with power market design,
exisng laws and regulaons, renewable

energy policy, support mechanisms etc.
When the governments are perceived

to have failed in oﬀering “fairly aracve”
incenves for investors, they may

deprive themselves to attract private
investment.

For example, Pakistan is oﬀering

at least 17 percent return on equity

for renewable energy project due to
higher country risk.

Financial risks, closely linked with

macroeconomic stability, investment
risk and an overall energy market

performance, are the main focus of
this paper. The nature of ﬁnancial
risks is diverse including foreign

investment, liquidity, polical risk

etc. Although ﬁnancial markets have

developed various migaon tools, they
carry addional costs inﬂang the ﬁnal

cost of capital. Higher risk percepons

push the cost farther due to “risk and
return basis” business model applied
by ﬁnancial instuon.

Technical and project speciﬁc

risks typically include technological
maturity of a given technology,

construcon, operational etc. Wind
technology is well known and can

in general be qualiﬁed as low-risk,
however, in terms of developing

countries, these risks may also include
the availability of interconnecon and

power projects. The technological

advancement and suﬃciency of the
role once market starts developing

because in the absence of appropriate
power evacuaon facilies, there would
be no mechanism to sell the power
generated.

For the Green Climate Fund

or other development instuons it is

utmost necessary to evaluate a given
RE market in the context of market

development stage and perceived risks
followed by a tailor-made solutions
approach. This remains a daunting
task while taking into account the
diversity of various markets and

economies. However, there are some
mechanisms that have proven more

guarantees and ﬁnancial incenves in
the form of premium payments for

lower investment risks and strengthen
investors' conﬁdence (Government of
Uganda, 2014). Since Uganda didn't

have such policy framework in place,
the support started from the policy

design phase. The consorum oﬀered
consultancy services and designed

tailor-made tools. Given the innovaon
employed in this pilot project and its
potenal for eﬀecve risk migation, it

might be considered to be adapted for
diﬀerent regional and national needs,
extrapolated at larger scale though

multilateral development institutions,
such as the Green Climate Fund.

eﬀecve for RE deployment in various

Risk Migaon Strategies

energy project, e.g. Feed-in Tariﬀ

of policy tools that can be employed to

developing countries. It includes

guaranteed payments for renewable
(FiT), speciﬁcally in the context of

developing economies. It is however

suggested that scaling up deployment

This secon focuses on a variety

mitigate ﬁnancial risks or lower their
intensity.

Developing countries' limitations

doesn't necessarily imply economic

in attracting private capital are

the enre RE promoon policy package

mitigation strategies and the

or operational eﬃciency, which would
be more dependent on the design of
(Azuela & Barroso, 2011).

Having been employed in many

developing and emerging economies,
FiT was piloted also in Uganda,
oﬃcially named Global Energy

Transfers Feed-in Tariﬀs (GET FIT),

through collaboration between KfW
Development Bank and Deutsche

Bank supported by a consorum of

developed countries' governments.

GET FIT Uganda programme design

widely known. From the start of the

deliberaons regarding climate change

envisaged role of private capital, these
limitations have been acknowledged
at multilateral level. A partnership
between developed nations and

their support for developing nations
to overcome these restrictions is

being suggested for quite some time
now. The idea to overcome ﬁnancial

barriers through creang a global fund

to support a feed-in tariﬀ programme
was proposed by the WWEA already

13
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a decade ago and for the ﬁrst time

mechanism to foster RETs deployment.

developing RE projects. Similarly,

Cooperave Acon in 2009.⁷

the authors, illustrates the model

the transmission and distribution

discussed on UN level at the Ad

Hoc Working Group on Long-term

The proposal was also acvely

supported by the International

Renewable Energy Alliance⁸ (REN
Alliance) and endorsed by many

other stakeholders. Deutsche Bank
Climate Change Advisors (DBCCA)

followed WWEA's inial proposals with
developing a “Global Energy Transfer
– Feed-in Tariﬀ” policy tool with an
aim to de-risking RE investments

in a develop¬ing country context.⁹

The World Future Council, however,

converged the proposal for the GCF and
a global fund for RE FiT programme

in developing countries.¹⁰ A detailed
proposal for the GCF was developed

to introduce a REFIT programme. This
approach can be adopted by the GCF
given that necessary policy adjustments are introduced.

Another possibility could be to

documents the lessons from the GET
FIT Uganda pilot and develop policy

tools that can perform beer. The boom

Figure 1, adopted from GET

FiT Uganda with changes made by

proposed to lower ﬁnancial risks and
scale up private sector investments

in the developing world's RE markets
through mobilising resources from
multilateral instuons, e.g. GCF.

The key stakeholders involve:

a) multilateral development instuon,
b) host country government, c)

independent power producer, d)

private sector commercial banks,
e) distribution companies and f)

consumers. The proposal is based

on assumptions for a lower middle
income economy's characteriscs.

The multilateral institution, e.g.

the Green Climate Fund, the Asian

Development Bank, or the World Bank,
will introduce a guarantee, in special
cases combined with concessional

loans scheme. The FIT guarantee for
payment will be oﬀered on behalf

of the host country's government to

Independent Power Producers (IPP)

line would remain that the mullateral
instuons shall have to support the

developing world to break the vicious
circle of capital inadequacy.

The following discussion

highlights the policy opons developed
through relying on the GET FIT

Uganda's design, policy lessons from
Pakistan's wind energy market, and
a strong need to develop such a

⁷(UNFCCC, 2009) ⁸(REN Alliance, 2009)⁹(DBCCA, 2011) ¹⁰(Michaelowa & Hoch, 2013)
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an additional public guarantee will
be oﬀered to the IPP on behalf of

company (given that the company is
a state-owned enterprise) to migate

the risk of payment default by power
purchaser. This approach will help
the host country's government to

lower the perceived ﬁnancial risks and
can improve the credit rangs for the

renewable energy projects as well as

eventually for the host country which
does not need to guarantee for such

investment with its own assets. What

is more important in this regard is the

support from a mullateral instuon that

tends to have reliable creditworthiness
for internaonal investors. Barriers
Seriousness Assessment Another

possible addition to the program could

be capacity building for domestic banks
and ﬁnancial institutions through

establishing a “Concessional Loans
Facility”. This facility can be either

run through the governments, central

banks, private sector banks, or through
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a combination of all. During the focus

should be a grant mechanism and

that although many domestic banks in

LDCs. This incentive would help to

interviews conducted during the ﬁrst
phase of this project, it was observed

Pakistan are now funding RE projects,

however, their initial reactions toward
the RETs were not very encouraging.

Moreover, their willingness to extend
their RETs investment porolio is not
very promising. Therefore, creating
a mechanism to oﬀer concessional

loans to these banks (e.g. on the model
of export ﬁnancing by federal banks

concessional loans for the private

bridge the scarcity of equity capital

landscape is changing with the

sector investors willing to invest in
in LDCs. Moreover, grants and

concessional loans will make these

investments cheaper when compared
with market based conventional

loan pricing models, increasing the
aﬀordability of electricity.

Another avenue which

through private sector banks) for the

needs equal attention is the grid

their knowledge at the initial stages

countries in developing necessary

sole purpose of lending to RE projects
developers can not only improve

of market development but can also

strengthen their conﬁdence in RETs.

Once that purpose achieved, the ﬂow

of capital toward RE market from the
domestic banks would also improve.
The case assumed earlier, i.e.

lower middle income (LMI) economy,

does not represent the character-istics

infrastructure in developing countries.
A mechanism to support these

infrastructure for on-grid power

solutions would also help to eradicate
a key barrier in many developing
countries.

Conclusion & Recommendations
After having established the

of least developed countries (LDC).

fact that the human activity has been

is less serious problem when compared

pursuing a goal to devise mitigation

In the case of LMI, the availability of

equity capital for project development
with the debt capital. Most of the

projects being developed in Pakistan,
for instance, have been iniated by

domesc investors who do have equity
to invest but face problems to raise

loans for their projects. However, in

the case of LDCs there can be serious
limitations to raise equity capital.

Therefore, this case has to be

treated diﬀerently.

For an LDC, it is suggested to have

a ﬁnancial support tool in addition

to what is suggested for LMIs. There

The industrial activity found

emitting greenhouse gases and causing

among the major causes of climate

change, world policy-makers are now
and adaptation tools to cope with

these challenges. Establishing the
Green Climate Fund (GCF) and

recent ﬁnancing pledges made by

various countries to leverage private
investment ﬂows for climate ﬁnance
are the steps taken in the direction.
However, the journey to achieve
the target of not allowing global

temperature to exceed 2 degree Celsius
above preindustrial levels to combat
change requires clear decisions and
setting of priories for renewables.

climate change has been traditionally
based in developed countries. The

industrial advancement in emerging
economies; however, per capita CO2

emission levels are signiﬁcantly higher
in high-income countries than their

lower-income counterparts. The risks
of climate change on the other hand,
are not reciprocally exclusive for

developed or developing countries.

In this scenario the developing world
seems worse oﬀ. It lacks resources to
deal with the challenges where they

played a trivial role in triggering such
risks.

Many developing economies

are growing rapidly, increasing their

appete for energy resources. Whereas
fossil-fuel based energy resources

that helped fuelling economic growth
in today's industrialised economies

have been idenﬁed as major sources of
greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore,
it is equally necessary that advanced
economies transform their exisng

energy systems to renewable sources
of energy and developing economies

leapfrog technologically and reap the
beneﬁts oﬀered by RETs.

Developing countries, despite

having ambitions to deploy RETs to

achieve socio-economic development,
face multifaceted challenges caused
primarily due to the energy market
structures, ineﬀecve investment

regimes, higher (perceived) investment
and also perceived technological

risks. GCF's mandate to assist these

countries in migaon acvies oﬀers an
15
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opportunity to devise policy tools,

the country-speciﬁc needs, a mix of

install 100,000 MW of wind power

Through oﬀering guaranteed price

commonly faced by developing nations

availability of the grid is ensured

improving investment condions for
RETs deployment consequently.

mechanism for global FIT programme
and extending necessary support
for grid construcon, the GCF can

contribute to overcome the barriers

faced by these countries. It is high time

support mechanisms can be oﬀered.
However, ﬁnancial limitations are
and a common policy to promote

global feed-in tariﬀ can be proven
more successful.

The potential oﬀered by such

for the Fund, and other multilateral

policy tools can be better understood

climate change.

USD 5 billion which have already

instuons, to assume leadership and

assist the developing world in ﬁghng
In developing such support

mechanisms for these countries the
ﬁrst thing to be given due impor-

tance is a tailor-made policy making
approach around the guarantee for

the national FIT. Aer having assessed

when considering the investment

which could be leveraged with the

been pledged for mitigation action by
the GCF. Oﬀering guarantees in the

developing world, such amount could
leverage 20-50 mes the investment,

which would lead to a total investment
of around 200 billion USD -enough to

capacity in developing countries.

It is equally important that the

and the FiT programme enables

RET deployment in an economically

eﬃcient manner because this eﬃciency
would consequently ensure long

term sustainability of these markets.
Strengthening investors' conﬁdence

in RE markets through such innovave
support mechanisms would push

the RETs cost downward, improving
their compeveness further with the

conventional sources of energy. Only
a strong and steady increase in RETs
deployment and phasing out fossil-

fuel based energy sources can ensure a
secure common future for us.

Photo: Cai Ye
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Memorandum on

Energy and Climate
• Parties to the UNFCCC to agree on a transition to 100 % renewable energies
• The Green Climate Fund under the UNFCCC to be a primary tool to performance
based financing of this transition in the developing world
Parties to the UNFCCC shall

The Green Climate Fund

agree on a switch towards 100 %

shall help to provide the finance

term

In spite of their abundance, their

renewable energy in order to eliminate
greenhouse gas emissions in the long

The potentials of renewables are

abundant for wind, solar, biomass,

hydro and geothermal energy. All these
technologies have been well developed
over the last 20 years, and they have

become very costcompetitive, usually

cheaper than fossil or nuclear options
– especially after taking into account
externalities such as climate change.

Some countries, regions and local

communities have already reached a
100% renewable energy supply and

have demonstrated that it is feasible
to cover all the energy demand from

renewable sources – as documented by
the Global 100% Renewable Energies
campaign (www.go100re.net). Such

100% communities can and will serve
as important examples of how to

organise the global transition towards
renewable energies.

for the required renewable energy

investment in developing countries
manifold environmental, social and
economic benefits, and their low

costs, renewables are still facing major

electricity, a Global Feed-in Tariff

programme shall be implemented, for
offgrid power microcredit schemes

shall be supported on a programmatic
scale, both backed up by the GCF.
Lima, 10 December 2014

problems with finance, in particular in

the developing world. Hence the Green
Climate Fund (GCF) shall provide

guarantees and grants for uptake of

renewable energy in the developing

world in order to reduce substantially
cost of finance, as suggested by

various organisations including the

REN Alliance, WWEA and the World

Future Council (already at the COP15
in Copenhagen by the REN Alliance*;
most recently by a comprehensive

study of the WWEA**). Especially loan
guarantees can leverage the available
capital by factor 20-50. In order to
support national governments in

establishing renewable energy policies,
it is recommended: For grid connected

Photo: Xiong Bailin
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World Wind Resource
Assessment Report——

Executive Summary
world Wind Energy Association (WWEA)

Introduction
Winds blow in every nook and

corner on the surface of this planet.
Fundamentally,winds carry a part
of the energy in solar radiations

received on earth. Uneven heating of
earth’s surface and varying pressure
differences cause movement of air

in the atmosphere or the wind as we
experience it.

As an energy source, it seems

winds were harnessed even in the

ancient times.Perhaps, the earliest use

of wind energy was in the form of sails
to steer ships.Egyptian civilization,

even as far back as 3000 BC, was using
boats and ships with sails. There

is a mention of ambitious plans of

Mesopotamian ruler Hammurabi to
use windmills for irrigation around
1790 BC.

Today, modern wind turbines

convert the kinetic energy in the wind
18

to electrical energy and clusters of

energy across the world. As of June

scale.

the world. This capacity is more than

wind turbines in the form of wind

farms generate electricity on a utility
Over the last 50-60 years,

electricity generation has grown in

most parts of the world. The steepest
growth has been in developing

countries and, therefore,balancing

energy access, economic development
and environmental sustainability is

going to be a major challenge not only
for the nations concerned but also for
the global community. The potential
for utilization of wind generated

electricity, which we have assessed
in this report, can play the most

2014, about 337 GW wind power

generation capacity has been set up in

the total installed electricity generation
capacity from all sources in some of
the largest countries in the world.

With such a large wind power capacity
having been installed and widespread

geographical deployment in more than
100 countries, we can say that wind

energy has arrived at the center-stage
of the mainstream electricity sector.
Energy Security Perspective

Across the world, greater

significant role in mitigating global

dependence on imported fossil fuels

concerning sustainable development,

have adequate indigenous fossil fuel

warming.

Three important challenges

i.e. energy security, climate change

and energy access make a compelling

case for large-scale utilization of wind

adds to national energy insecurity and
uncertainty. Most countries do not

reserves and hence have to import oil,

coal and gas. Fluctuations in price and
supply uncertainty results in serious
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long-term concerns for national

massive industrialization. In just about

face the challenge of environmental

to meet their electricity demand are

GW of wind farmed capacity. Europe,

Energy Access Perspective

economies.Those regions of the world

that face energy resources constraints
also the regions where wind energy

has been utilized to the largest extent.

Europe, where between 2000 and 2013
more than 100 GW of capacity was

added, is one example. Europe’s import
dependency on fossil fuels is expected
to rise and imported gas is likely to

eight years, China has emerged as the
leading country with more than 91

India, China & US together account for
93% of the total wind power installed
capacity.

Climate Change Perspective
The Intergovernmental Panel on

make up 80% of consumption by 2030.

Climate Change (IPCC) has established

from oil, natural gas or coal. By the end

human activities that have led to

Similarly,in the United States, more

than 80% of energy consumed comes
of 2013 more than 61.1 GW of wind

power capacity had been installed in
the US. In India heavy and growing

dependence on imported fossil fuels,

apart from adding to energy insecurity,
creates serious monetary problems
for the country. India has achieved

nearly 21 GW of cumulative installed

capacity of wind power by the end of

March 2014. China is the largest global
energy consumer and has overtaken
US as the largest net importer

petroleum and other liquid fuels in

2014. Energy security is of immense

importance to this country because of

that the climate is changing across
our planet, largely as a result of

the accumulation of atmospheric

greenhouse gases (GHG). Between

1971 and 2010, global CO2 emissions
almost doubled and about 44% of

these emissions in 2010 were from

the electricity sector. According to the
IPCC, Wind energy offers significant
potential for near-term (2020) and
long-term (2050) greenhouse gas

(GHG) emissions reductions. The need

to reduce GHG emissions is yet another

sustainability in planning their future
energy mix.

Per capita energy consumption as

well as total electricity consumption

in vast areas of the developing world

is a fraction of electricity consumption
in some of the rich and developed

countries. Most of Africa and large
parts of Asia fall in this category.

One can see that electricity access,

too, is going to be one of the main

drivers of wind power development in
those countries that have an adequacy
of wind resources. In countries with

less than 50% electricity access, wind

power generation in combination with
solar energy, biomass and hydro can
be a low carbon solution.

Wind Resource Assessment
The question of wind energy

major driver and a compelling reason

potential is important from different

that face energy security issues also

electricity can be generated from wind,

for countries to set up wind power
plants. The countries and regions

perspectives. At any given location or

in a region, the question is how much
for how long and what may the total
quantum of such energy in a given
period of time be?

Anyone investing in wind

energy would like to know how

much electricity can be generated

from a project so that the economic
Fig (a): The
energy security
perspective

rationale of such an investment can

be examined. This information could

be of interest to various stakeholders

-investors, financiers, utility managers
or policy makers. It is the process of

19
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answering this question of ‘how much

scale. Project level WRA involves

to see that some of these figures, in

Assessment’ or ‘Wind Potential

given patch of land and assessment of

masses in comparison with Europe,

capacity and how much energy from

wind?’ that we term as ‘Wind Resource

Assessment’ and it is this question that
we have tried to address in this report
at a world-wide level.

The Wind Resource Assessment

(WRA) is the most important aspect
of wind power development. At

project level, it enables developers

and investors to take a “go”/ “no go”

decision and at a national or regional

level, it enables the concerned agencies
or the governments to figure out if
there is enough potential to utilize
wind energy and whether certain

policy and regulatory frameworks

are required in order to harness such
potential on a large scale.

The techniques of undertaking

WRA at project level differ from the

techniques and approaches to assess

the resource on a regional or a meso-

design of an optimized layout of wind

turbines of a certain make or type in a
the annual energy output.

The regional or meso-study

differs significantly as here the area in
question can be thousands of square

kilometers. Some studies have covered
the entire globe.

Generally, Meso studies require

global data sets such as NCEP/ NCAR

and digitized terrain and satellite data.
A large number of such studies

have been carried out across the world
and we were able to compile these

studies to arrive at an idea of the total
global potential for wind farms in the
world.

Table (a) below summarizes the

worldwide potential for wind farms

according to currently available official
estimates, in most cases excluding
offshore wind potential. It is easy

Table (a): Total worldwide potential for wind (in TW)
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US

11

EU

37.5

Russia

36

Rest of the World

10.3953

Total

94.8953

particular “Rest of the World”, are far
too low, when considering the land
USA, Russia or India (where so far,
the most comprehensive analysis

has been done). In reality the wind

potential in “rest of the world” must
be significantly higher than that of
Europe.

According to the IEA, the world’s

total energy consumption for all

sectors, including industries, heating
and cooling as well as transport,

in 2011 was 103’711TWh1, which
included 19’299 TWh 2 for power

consumption. It is easy to see that
the world’s wind potential of at

least 94.5 TW is sufficient to cover

the whole world’s energy demand -

assuming on average 2000 full load

hours, the identified wind potential

could almost cover it twice. Of course,
the actual deployment of a very

large wind capacity will depend on

smart integration into energy supply
structures, combination with other
renewable technologies, storage

options, demand-side management etc.
Wind integration will be dealt with in

another report of the WWEA Technical
Committee to be published soon.
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Statistics
of Wind Power Development
in China 2014
Chinese Wind Energy Association (CWEA)

In this statistics, the wind turbines installation completed in the period from January 1st
2014 to December 31st 2014 are added, before grid connection and commissioning. Source
of information from wind turbine manufacturers has been cross checked with wind farm
developers and project managers, their contributions are appreciated.

General Status
In the year of 2014, wind power industry

in China developed with a sound momentum.
13121 new wind turbines were installed in

China (excluding Taiwan), bringing the total
installed turbines to 76241. The cumulative
installed capacity reached 114609MW with
the addition of 23196MW within 2014, and

the annual growth rate of new and cumulative
installed capacity, both on the very top of

the global wind market, is 44.2% and 25.4%,
respectively.

Regional Wind Power Installed
Capacity
In 2014, the development of wind power

in most regions of China has speeded up

compared to 2013 except Northeast China.

In the Northeast, the new installed capacity

in Heilongjiang slightly increased, while Jilin
22

and Liaoning fell by 28.76% and 44.8% on

an annual basis, respectively. The Southwest
and Northwest China regions witnessed

an increase of 72.26% and 67.84% in new
installed capacity respectively, followed

by North China (45.44%) and East China
(41.26%).

On a provincial level, the new installed

capacity of the top five (Ganxu，Xinjiang, Inner

Mongolia, Ningxia,Shanxi) accounted for 52.6%

of the national new installation in the past year.
For the top five Provinces, Gansu increased
488.3%, Ningxia growed 91.44%, and the

annual growth rate of Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia
and Shanxi is 2.23%, 29.46% and 17.97%,
respectively.

In terms of cumulative installed capacity,

Inner Mongolia retained the top spot in 2014

with 22312.31MW, accounting for 19.5% of the
national accumulative installation, followed by
Gansu (9.36%), Hebei (8.61%) and Xinjiang
(8.44%).
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Offshore Wind Development
In the past year, 61 offshore wind turbines

were installed in China with 229.3MW new

installed capacity, up 487.9% over last year.

United Power and Envision.

Type of Turbines

The average capacity of new turbines

Among them，130MW installed was located in

installed in 2014 was 1768 kW, 2.81% growth

electric are two larger offshore turbine

increasing 3.8% than that of 2013.

compared to that in 2013. The average capacity

intertidal zones, accounting for 56.69% of the

of cumulative installed turbines was 1503kW,

new installed capacity. Envision and Shanghai

Among the new installed wind turbines,

suppliers while others only erected prototype

1.5MW and 2MW were two most installed

turbines during 2014. At the end of 2014, there

type and together accounted for 87% in the

are 657.88MW installed offshore wind power

new installation. The market share of 1.5MW

capacity in China.

wind turbines decreased 5% compared to 51%

Offshore turbine suppliers in China

totaled 11 during 2014, of which Sinovel,

Shanghai electric, Envision and Goldwind were

all reached over 100MW accumulative capacity,
together accounting for 86.9% market share.

Among all the erected offshore turbines,

followed by 2MW~3MW (7%), above 3MW
(4%), and 1.5MW~2MW (2%).

Among the cumulative installations,

and 1.5 MW was still the major type with a

for 27% of accumulative installed capacity.

16% and 15%, respectively. So far, the biggest

increased from 31.6% in 2013 to 41% in 2014,

turbines of less than 1.5MW was only 10%,

3MW was most installed type and accounted

4MW, 2.5MW and 3.6MW accounted for 20%,

of 2013. 2 MW wind turbines’ market share

per-unit installed capacity is 6MW, supplied by

proportion of 61%. 2MW wind turbines’ market
share reached 22%, 2MW~3MW accounted for
4% and 3MW and above rose to 2%.
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Fig. 1 China annual and
cumulative installed
wind power capacity
during 2004-2014
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Fig. 2 China regional
wind power cumulative
capacity installed
during 2004-2014

Notes: 1. East China includes Shandong, Jiangxi, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Fujian and Shanghai
2. North China includes Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi and Inner Mongolia

3. Northwest region includes Ningxia, Xinjiang, Qinghai,Shaanxin and Gansu

4. Central South region includes Hunan, Hubei, Henan, Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan
5. Southwest region includes Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Tibet and Chongqing
6. Northeast region includes Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning

Photo: Gong Sheng
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Table1.China provincial installation capacity in 2013 and 2014(Unit:MW)
Region

2013

2014

Annual gronth

Dongbei

1645.2

1265.4

-23.09%

Heilongjiang

623

639.8

2.70%

Jilin

382.5

272.5

-28.76%

Liaoning

639.7

353.1

-44.80%

Huabei

3505.05

5097.7

45.44%

Beijing

1.5

36

2300.00%

Hebei

521.1

1372.5

163.39%

Inner Mongolia

1607.5

2081

29.46%

Shanxi

1347.95

1590.2

17.97%

Tianjin

27

18

-33.33%

Huadong

2380.75

3363

41.26%

Anhui

97.5

400.1

310.36%

Fujian

265.5

96.5

-63.65%

Jiangsu

543.6

760.5

39.90%

Jiangxi

38

316.7

733.42%

Shandong

1289.55

1282.8

-0.52%

Shanghai

18

146.6

714.44%

Zhejiang

128.6

359.8

179.78%

Xibei

5435.2

9122.6

67.84%

Gansu

617

3630

488.33%

Ningxia

884.7

1693.7

91.44%

Qinghai

204.5

209.5

2.44%

Shaanxi

583

373.4

-35.95%

Xinjiang

3146

3216

2.23%

Xinan

1307.7

2252.6

72.26%

Guizhou

683

811.1

18.76%

Sichuan

77.5

285

267.74%

Xizang

7.5

0

－

Yunnan

520

1156.5

122.40%

Chongqing

19.7

0

-

Zhongnan

1814.8

2094.7

15.42%

Guangdong

527.6

539.5

2.26%

Guangxi

157

116.5

-25.80%

6

-

Hainan
Henan

154.6

315.7

104.20%

Hubei

453.6

627

38.23%

Henan

522

490

-6.13%

Total

16088.7

23196

44.18%

Source: CWEA
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Fig. 4 China provincial
cumulative capacity at
the end of 2014
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Fig. 5 China offshore
wind annual and
camulative installation
during 2009-2014

100
0

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Newly/MW

16

135.5

109.58

127

39

229.3

Total/MW

17.5

153

262.58

389.58

428.58

657.88

Source: CWEA

Table2.China offshore wind project type
Type

Number of Turbines

Capacity

Intertidal zone

156

430.48

Near shore zone

70

227.4

Total

226

657.88

Source: CWEA

Table3.China offshore wind turbine installations by the end of 2014
No.

Manufacturers

Number of turbines

Capacity/MW

Share/%

1

Sinovel

56

170

25.84%

2

SEWIND

54

161.18

24.50%

3

Envision

34

131

19.91%

4

Goldwind

44

109.5

16.64%

5

United Power

22

39

5.93%

6

CSIC-Haizhuang

4

14

2.13%

7

Ming Yang

4

12

1.82%

8

Pong Fang

2

8

1.22%

9

XEMC-Wind

2

7.5

1.14%

10

SANY

2

4

0.61%

11

Geoho Energy

2

1.7

0.26%

226

657.88

100.00

Total
Source: CWEA
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Unit：kW
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Fig. 6 different
capacities of wind
turbines installed by
the end of 2014
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Fig. 8 Market share of
different capacities of
wind turbines installed
in 2014
Source: CWEA
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Fig. 9 Market share of
different capacities of
wind turbines installed
by the end of 2014
Source: CWEA

Manufacturing Industry
In 2014, a total of 26 turbine

manufacturers had newly installation.

Even though the number drops down, the

installation capacity hit a new record. Goldwind
had installed 4434 MW in 2014 and ranked

No.1 with the market share of 19.12%. Those

ranked No.2 to No.5 were United Power, Ming

Yang, Envision and XEMC-Wind. The top 5 and
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Table 4.New installation and market share of China wind manufacturers in 2014
No.

30

Manufacturers

Number of turbines

Capacity/MW

Share/%

1

Goldwind

2794

4434

19.12

2

United Power

1568

2582.5

11.13

3

Ming Yang

1208

2058

8.87

4

Envision

1026

1962.6

8.46

5

XEMC-Wind

889

1781

7.68

6

SEWIND

846

1735.6

7.48

7

Dong Fang

755

1298

5.60

8

CSIC-Haizhuang

572

1144

4.93

9

Windey

503

898

3.87

10

Sinovel

365

729

3.14

11

CCWE

470

705

3.04

12

CASC-wanyuan

367

700.5

3.02

13

CSR

327

610

2.63

14

SANY

272

494.5

2.13

15

HEAG

307

466

2.01

16

JC new energy

175

351

1.51

17

TZ

190

309

1.33

18

Vestas

131

262

1.13

19

Geoho energy

120

237.9

1.03

20

XJ

87

174

0.75

21

Swiss Eleciric

42

82.5

0.36

22

Gamesa

32

61.7

0.27

23

GE

37

59.2

0.26
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No.

Manufacturers

Number of turbines

Capacity/MW

Share/%

24

New United

20

30

0.13

25

Ningxia Yinxing

12

21

0.09

26

TEWIN

6

9

0.04

13121

23196

100.00

Total
Source: CWEA

Table 5.The top 20 manufacturers in China in 2014 (Cumulative Installed)
No.

Manufacturers

Number of turbines

Capacity/MW

Share/%

1

Goldwind

17270

23384.6

20.40

2

Sinovel

10035

15805

13.79

3

United Power

7325

11381

9.93

4

Dong Fang

5993

9272.5

8.09

5

Ming Yang

4830

7600.5

6.63

6

XEMC-Wind

2760

5527.5

4.82

7

SEWIND

2947

5404.95

4.72

8

Vestas

3589

4749.6

4.14

9

Envision

2474

4383.2

3.82

10

Gamesa

3412

3597.55

3.14

11

CSIC-Haizhuang

1667

3205.45

2.80

12

Windey

2280

2899.25

2.53

13

CCWE

1831

2750.1

2.40

14

CSR

1364

2255.75

1.97

15

GE

1228

1869.1

1.63

16

HEAG

976

1340.18

1.17

17

SANY

766

1312

1.14

18

CASC-wanyuan

746

1245.2

1.09

19

Suzlon

649

901.3

0.79

20

XJ

377

754

0.66

Other

3722

4970.16

4.34

76241

114608.89

100.00

Total
Source: CWEA

top 10 had taken 55.26% and 80.28% of the

Wind Project Development

of new installation of Goldwind increased

3379MW and roared back into No.1 with a

above 60%. Particularly worth mentioning is

national new installed capacity, its subordinate

market share respectively. Among the top 5

manufacturers, the annual growth rate in terms
18.2% compared to its 2013 performance. The
other four companies’ growth rates were all

that the annual growth rate of Shanghai Electric
was up to 126%.

China Huadian Corporation had installed

market share of 14.57% in 2014. China Huodian
Corporation ranked No.2 with 13.09% of the

company, Longyuan has installed 1774.2MW
in the last year. Those ranked No.3 to No.5
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Unit：MW

2013

2014

1164

3379

1751

3037

1537

China Huaneng Group

2023
554

China Power Investment Corporation

1092

821

China Resources Corporation

830

571

Fig. 11 Top 10
developers in 2014
compared to 2013

Corporation

2452

1712

626
217

China Guodian Corporation
China Guangdong Nuclear

2541

1330

China Huadian Corporation

POWERCHINA

510

China Datang Corporation

481

China Three Gorges Corporation
State Grid

406

Source: CWEA

Table 6.The top 10 developers in China in 2014 (Annual Installed)
No.

Developers

Capacity/MW

Share/%

1

China Huadian Corporation

3378.5

14.57

2

China Guodian Corporation

3037.2

13.09

3

China Guangdong Nuclear Corporation

2541

10.95

4

China Huaneng Group

2452

10.57

5

China Power Investment Corporation

2022.7

8.72

6

China Resources Corporation

1092.1

4.71

7

China Datang Corporation

830

3.58

510

2.20

480.5

2.07

8

POWERCHINA

9

China Three Gorges Corporation

10

State Grid
Other
Total

405.5

1.75

6446.5

27.79

23196

100.00

Source: CWEA

were China Guangdong Nuclear Corporation

(CGN), China Huaneng Group and China Power
Investment Corporation.

In 2014, the cumulative installed

capacity of China Guodian Corporation has
reached above 20GW, with 17.93% of the

national cumulative installed capacity. Those
ranked No.2 and No.3 were China Huaneng

Group and China Datang Corporation. Their
32

accumulative installations were 13138.38
MW and 11399.16 MW, with the market

share of 11.46% and 9.95%, respectively.

The other developers among the top 10 are

China Huadian Corporation, China Guangdong
Nuclear Corporation (CGN), China Power

Investment Corporation, China GuohuaGroup,
China Resources Corporation, Tianrun Group,
and China Three Gorges Corporation.
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26.56%
2.10%
2.59%
3.64%

17.93%
11.46%
9.95%
8.21%

China Guodian Corporation
China Huaneng Group
China Datang Corporation
China Huadian Corporation
China Guangdong Nuclear Corporation
China Power Investment Corporation

4.62%

China Guohua Group

6.36%

China Resources Corporation
Tianrun Group
China Three Gorges Corporation
Other

6.58%

China Guodian Corporation's statistics include data of Guodian (excluding Longyuan) and Longyuan.

China Huaneng Group's statistics include data of Huaneng Renewables Corporation and North Longyuan.

China Huadian Corporation's statistics include data of Huadian Power International corporation, Huadian New Energy and Huafu.
China Resources' statistics include data of CR Power and CR Renewables.
Tianrun Group's statistics include data of Tianrun and Tianyuan.

China Three Gorges Corporation's statistics include data of Three Gorges and Yangtze New Energies.
PowerChina's statistics include data of Sinohydro Group and HYDROCHINA investment.

Fig. 12 Market share
of developers in china
in 2014 (Cumulative
Installed)

Photo: Liu Yu
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Overseas Markets

and189 Chinese turbines, which equals to

368.75 MW, were installed in overseas markets.

In 2014, there were five Chinese wind

Among them, 72.5% are turbine sales, and

turbine manufacturers had export records,

the rest are EPC and investment projects.

Table 7.Chinese Wind turbines exports in 2014
Manufacturers

kW

Goldwind

SANY

Overseas Markets

Number of Turbines

Installed Cpacity/MW

750

France

11

8.25

2500

Panama

86

215

1500

Ethiopia

46

69

2000

America

11

22

Sinovel

1500

Turkey

24

36

Ming Yang

1500

India

7

10.5

XEMC-Wind

2000

France

2

4

Iran

2

4

189

368.75

Total
Source: CWEA

Domestic-funded and joint venture manufacturers are included in the table above, though overseas-funded manufacturers are
not.
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1400
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Fig. 13 Chinese wind
turbine exports by the
end of 2014
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Newly/MW

14.5

28.75

11.05

213.06

430.45

692.35

368.75

Total/MW

16.84

45.59

56.64

269.7

700.15

1392.5

1761.25

Source: CWEA
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Sweden
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Belarus

Englang

Romania
Kazakhstar

France
America

Turkey
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Uzbekistan
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Panama

Thailand
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Fig. 14 The
distribution of Chinese
wind turbines in
overseas markets by
the end of 2014

Source: CWEA

Table 8.The exports of Chinese wind turbine manufacturers by the end of 2014
No.

Manufactruers

Number of Turbines

Capacity/MW

1

Goldwind

452

853.25

2

Sinovel

186

381

3

SANY

148

245

5

Ming Yang

48

72

6

Swiss Electric

33

69

7

CCWE

17

61.2

8

Envision

6

14.1

9

XEMC-Wind

7

14

10

AVIC Huide

10

10

11

United Power

6

9

12

HEAG

8

8.4

13

SEWIND

5

6.25

14

New United

4

6

15

Dong Fang

3

4.5

16

CSIC-Haizhuang

2

4

17

Apowerwind

1

2.05

18

Windey
Total

1

1.5

937

1761.25

Source: CWEA

By the end of 2014, Chinese manufacturers

have exported 937 wind turbines with a total
capacity of 1761.25 MW.

By the end of 2014, Goldwind has the

major share of Chinese wind turbine exports

(48.44%), followed by Sinovel, SANY and Ming
Yang.
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Renewable Energies
Growing in DPRK
Pyongyang International Information Centre for New Technology & Economy

The development and deployment of

renewable energies, for which resources
are abundant, clean and friendly to the
environment, is being established and
promoted in the DPRK under the wise

leadership of supreme leader Kim Jong Un.
The DPR Korea, located in the east of

Asian continent, is a largely marine country

adjoined with the continent on its north and
surrounded by seas on its east, west and

south. Mountains cover more than 70% of its
whole territory, and the long coastlines with

thousands of islands and islets, and vast tidal

lands, have gifted the DPRK comparatively rich
resources of renewable energies.

This is especially true of its wind

resources, with wind prone areas mainly

found in the highlands, high mountains and
the tidal lands of Korean West Sea, where

the annual average wind speed is 6-11m/s

in highlands and high mountains and 5-6m/

s in the tidal lands. It also has abundant solar

energy resources with more than 2500 hours of
36

annual sunshine, in addition to the millions of
kWh resource of tidal energy owing to the big

difference of high and low tides in Korean West
Sea.

It is the constant policy of the DPR Korea

to exploit and use by every possible means its

renewable energies such as hydro power, wind,

solar and geothermal energies. Supreme leader
Kim Jong Un, first secretary of the Workers’
Party of Korea, and first chairman of the

National Defense Commission of the DPRK, has
already set a task to produce more electricity

with priority given to hydraulic resources and
by using wind, geothermal, solar and other
kinds of natural energy.

The share of hydro power already exceeds

60% of the total installed generation capacity
of the country, and several new hydro power
stations under construction such as power

stations in tiers on the Chongchon River are
steadily going ahead under the concern and
investment of the Government. The current
international situation, however, is not so

favorable to the DPRK’s efforts; due to the
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economic sanctions and blockade clamped

by the United Nations and United States, the

importation of even those goods required for

environment protection – including equipment
for renewable energies – will be difficult.

However under such harsh circumstances

the DPRK recently established a national
renewable energy institution, and now

sees increased numbers of manufacturing

companies of PV, solar absorbers, geothermal
equipments, and continuously improves the

Prof. Preben Magaard
in Pyongyang
International
Workshop on Wind
Energy Technology
(PIWWET)2013

technical specifications and testing process of
its renewable energy goods.

In addition, it has published a small wind

turbine (SWT) manufacturing guideline which
is compatible with the international standard,
and distributes the guideline to all local units
and rural villages so that they could produce
and install the small wind turbines on their
own.

Wind-Solar hybrid
streetlighting system
in Wisong Scientists’
Dwelling District

It also promotes the technology

exchanges, cooperation, and trades with foreign
countries, which contribute to the expansion of
development and deployment of the country’s
renewable energy resources.

Representative local wind turbine

companies are Renewable Energy Institution

of Sate Academy of Science, Renewable Energy
Development Centre, Taean Electric Factory,

Solar Absorbers
installed in
Changjon Streets

Kimchaek Wind Turbine Factory, Pyongsong

Automation Equipment Factory. The Renewable
Energy Institution of State Academy of Science
has developed 0.3-10kW Vertical Axis Wind

turbines which were already launched out into
the commercial stage. It also has developed

prototypes of 1kW and 5kW Horizontal Axis
wind turbines.

The Typical PV and Solar Absorber

PV Generation
System in
PIINTEC Head
Office Building
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company is Solar Energy Equipment

Ryongsong Machinery Factory is famous

Distribution Center and geothermal equipment

as the country’s first company who developed

Equipment. Solar Energy Equipment

project successfully, while Designing Institute

companies are Ryongsong Machinery Factory
and Designing Institute of Air-Conditioning

Distribution Center has the capacity to produce
more than 6000 solar absorbers of various
types in a year.

Renewable Energies Deployment
in the DPR Korea

the 400kW geothermal heat pump on their

own and introduced it to the state construction
of Air-Conditioning Equipment manufactures
and sells 165kW geothermal heat pumps.

Almost all the small wind turbines which are

being produced in the DPRK are horizontal axis
wind turbines which are mainly used for the
electricity supply in individual households.
Currently more than 3700 wind

turbines are installed in the remote islands

and mountainous regions; the total installed
capacity is 3598kW, and among these count

3665 small wind turbines of which installed
capacity is 1747kW. Most of the small wind

turbines currently running were produced by

local companies, and include above-300W wind
turbines which account for 71.4%, with below300W counting for 28.6%.

Besides wind energy, considerable

advances are being made in creation of

generation capacity by solar, geothermal,

biomass and tidal energies. Some 449,115 PV

panels with 25004 kW of installed capacity are
kW overview of Deployment of Renewable Energies

supplying electricity to individual households
and for streetlights. Additionally, 3152 solar
absorbers were installed and in operation,

while 89,845kW of geothermal heating and
cooling systems are running nationwide.

It is highlighted that individual households

in rural areas are well engaged with their

efforts for efficient use of available various

biomass resources; 12381 methane tanks have
been so far built to provide kitchen energy
Distribution Density (per 100㎢)

while rice-husk generators of which total

installed capacity is 17574kW are providing
electricity for lighting and cultural life.
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Taking advantage of high and low tides

in the Korean West Sea, 21 generators with an

installed capacity of 3500kW were installed in

West Sea Barrage and water gates in tidal lands
to help meet electricity demand.

The following table, graph and pie chart

give an overview of the renewable energies
deployed in the DPR Korea.

In the future the DPRK is expected to

continue to develop its electricity generation

capacity by using renewable energies such as
wind energy, while gradually decreasing the
share of fossil fuel generation such as coal
generation.

The DPRK marks the 70th birthday of

the Workers’ Party of Korea, and also 70th

anniversary of the country’s liberation this

year. In this meaningful year the Workers’ Party
of Korea and the Government of the DPRK set
tasks to complete 5 large scale hydro power

stations and to extensively develop wind, tidal,
geothermal, solar energies.

In addition the tasks were stressed to

convert the state grid maintenance system into

the energy-saving style, to develop zero-energy,
zero-carbon, greenbuilding technologies

and to introduce geothermal cooling and

heating systems widely. This shows the deep

concern of the Workers’ Party of Korea and the
Government of the DPRK on the development
and application of green technologies and

renewable energies.

The development and deployment of

renewable energies in the DPRK is expected to
be promoted even more in the coming future.

Pyongyang International Information Centre for
New Technology & Economy (PIITEC), founded
in October 2003 with the aim to contribute to

the sustainable development of the DPRK, has
been endeavoring for the development and

expansion of sustainable development since
its foundation. It has already disseminated

more than 16000 sustainable energy related
data within the boundary of the country and

successfully trained more than 200 local energy
experts in DPRK and abroad.

Recently PIINTEC turned its head office

into a model of environment-friendly building

by introducing energy efficiency measures, PV

generation and geothermal heating and cooling
systems.

As in the past, and still today many

world policy makers, scientists and

technicians are fully engaged with their
efforts to solve the energy issues in a

sustainable manner. The establishment of
energy system on the basis of renewable

energies is shedding a bright light on the
way to the sustainable energy solution.

PIINTEC will continue close contacts and

cooperation with the world community for

the development and expansive deployment
of renewable energies, the common work of
human kinds and the future of the world.
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Wind Energy Development
in Uruguay

Pablo Caldeiro

The wind energy landscape in Uruguay has changed considerably since 2005. A few wind

turbines appearedbetween 2005-2010, as first commercial developments by private and public

companies, and over the last five years the countryside has become populated with them, together
with more traditional activities involving cattle and agriculture.

Today 520 MW are installed, and more than 1,300 MW are expected by 2016, which is enough

to provide more than 30% of the nation’s electricity demand. Uruguay had no wind energy in

2005, so the question is what happened in the meantime? There is probably no single answer, but
planning and policies seems to be the most significant factors.

Uruguay country data
Area: 176.215 km2

Population: 3.4 million inhabitants

Population density: 19.3 inhabitants/km2

Uruguay electricity sector data
Installed power (MW)

2005

2015*

Hydro

1.538

1.538

Thermal –fossil fuels

497

1.272

Thermal – biomass

15

426

Wind Energy

-

520

Solar pv

-

2

2.050

3.758

*estimated

Power peak (MW)1.918 MW

Mean power (MW) ~1.300 MW
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Background
Uruguay has a long tradition in

renewables, headed up by hydro since 1930’s,
combined with fossil fuel thermal plants.

The system seems to run smoothly, but the

nation’scapacity limit for hydro was reached

during the 1990’s, and a new frameworkwas

needed in order to supply electricity demand.
Electricity demand doubles every 20

years, so fossil fuels solutions did not seem

to be best way: fluctuating oil prices and GHG
emissions are the main reasons.

Renewables were the alternative, but

duringthe 1990’s very little data was collected.
Practically no MW were installed during 1990-

2005, and shortfalls of energy and raising prices
were of great concern. Discussions started in

2005, and led to the first national Energy Policy
in 2008, shaping the main lines on a long term
basis to 2030, and working on four strategic

lines: Institutional, Supply, Demand and Social.

Local sources and renewables were prioritized,
and 300 MW of wind Energy by 2015 was set
as a very challenging target.

At the same time, first steps were taken to

exploring renewables:

• Public University developed the Wind

Energy Map together with public utility (UTE)
and Secretary of Energy (DNE).

• Specifically dedicated met stations were

installed by UTE and DNE, to certify wind
resources.

• First tender was opened in 2006 to

install biomass, small hydro and wind energy
(20 MW each).

Wind potential proved to be enough

to allow the installation of thousands of

MW, showing it to be the most promising

together with biomass, but still a couple of
questions remained around energy prices
and source variability. Also, theelectricity

framework needed to be reshaped in order
to attract private companies, as required

infrastructureinvestments were too high to be
developed exclusively by pubic companies.

Development of a
Wind Energy Market
Afterfirst steps, a tender for Power

Purchase Agreement (PPA’s) was opened in

2009 for 150 MW exclusively on wind energy,
with high success. Prices fell to an average of
about 84 USD/MWh and world-class players
bid for over 950 MW.

Maturity in the wind energy marketalso

helped, and improved technologies led to an
even more substantial price reduction – the

new tender opened in 2011 awarded projects
at an average bid of 63.5 USD/MWh.

Since then prices continue to fall, while

more than 1.200 MW were awarded to

private and public companies, spurred on by

confidence in a favourable business climate and
an existing long-term Energy Policy.

It is also important to highlight an

outstanding wind potential for electricity

generation all over the country (with average
41
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need to be taken to avoid impacts during

construction and operation. A new framework
for environmental impacts has been drawn up
by the government, taking best practices from
various countries regarding noise, shadow
flicker, birdlife, etc.

Local content

Energy Policy includes many aspects

capacity factors of 42%, taking into account
operational wind farms until 2014), as well
as AAA investment grade for the utility

(UTE),which has led to competitive prices
without subsidies.

It may be difficult to know which

aspects were most important to allow such a

development, but certainly planning was one

of them. The Energy Policy features renewable
energiesas a cornerstone forUruguay,

introducing goals and clear action lines to
achieve them.

Wind energy turnsthese hopes into reality,

and many issues have to be faced in a system

with a high introduction of fluctuating power

supply but, once again, proper planning to take
actions seem to be the best recipe.

Other aspects
Environmental issues

Wind Energy development enables

a huge reduction in GHG emissions when

compared with traditional fossil fuel power

plants. However, there remains a big challenge
in achievingsustainable growth, and actions

beyond economics and technical matters, and
local development is one of them. One of the
goals is to foster the roleof local companies,
specially focused on tech-based supplies.

Through decrees, a minimum of 20% local

content was set, in order to give support to
industry and services in the Energy sector.
It is estimated that an average of 30% of

local content will be achieved, with a total
investment of USD 800 millionsby 2015.

Logistics

Driven by goals set in the Energy Policy,

more than 1.200 MW were awarded to both

private and public companies, creating a big

challenge forthe whole supply chain in Uruguay.
Wind Energy supplies –blades, nacelles, towers

and so on– represent more than half of inbound
oversized/over weighted freight in Uruguay.

Preparation of an extensive state-of-the-

art logistics report to identify bottlenecks, as
well as the creation of a inter-institutional

panel on logistics to discuss issues and find
solutions, were vital to achieving a smooth
operation from port to warehouses, road

transport and final discharge. More than 8.000
over weighted supplies will be moved by

2016, and so far more than a third have been
successfully done.
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Israel Wind Energy ——

History and Future
Gadi Hareli, Chairman of the Israeli Wind Energy Association

As a small country, Israel had to cope

with obstacles, arising from the shortage of

resources, such as water and fossil fuels for it's
independence and resilience.

From these shortages and the

resulting challenges, a highly innovative and

and energy dependency. Relative to the size of

its economy, Israel has had a disproportionate
number of cleantech companies (19 in total)
voted by the cleantech community into the

knowledgeable community of scientists,
engineers and companies, specializing

in different CleanTech industries such as

Renewable energy, water supply & safety,

energy production and optimal usage of limited
resources arose to support it's need of growth
and sustainability over the years.

The Cleantech Group and the World

Wildlife Fund (WWF) publish an annual Global
Cleantech Index, based on innovation and the
ability to commercialize, published their last

report of 2014, where Israel topped, followed
by Finland and USA.

According to the report: Israel is the

cleantech innovation archetype for both

embedding entrepreneurial spirit into its
educational system and into its society’s

everyday norms as well as for predisposing its

start-ups to resource innovation – as a survival
mechanism to overcome resource constraints
44

Fig.1 IMS wind speed map of Israel at 100m
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shortlist of the Global Cleantech 100 index over

third of which is allocated for wind, the public

amount of different related initiatives, start-ups

WTs.

the past 3 years

Wind energy is no exception in the

and established companies, despite practical
and regulatory constraints, which have so

far limited the local implementation of wind

energy production. This however, is changing
nowadays as obstacles are removed and
regulations are set in place.

During January 2014, 4 wind farms got

their conditional 461MW permits, following the
21MW projects expected to start construction

shortly. These however are not the only signs of
the conceptual change after over 22 years with
only a single wind farm of 10X600KW Wind

Turbines(WTs)– which will also be repowered
using new, up-to-date turbines.

As the ministry of energy has set the goals

of reaching 10% of renewable energy by 2020,

utility authority has set the feed-in-tariff, with
separate FIT for small (up to 50KW) and large
The ministry of energy also initiated a

project of mapping wind energy potential

in Israel – an ongoing project carried out by

the Israeli Meteorological Service - IMS, and
consultancy of the Finnish Meteorological

Institute – FMI, for which the first phase has

been released to the public, including data for
heights of 30, 60, 100 and 150m at a 100m
resolution.

Next steps are to incorporate the data

onto the GIS online mapping services open

to the public, where other layers of relevant
information are integrated with the wind

power data, and some dedicated features for
wind energy development.

A significant outcome of the study

performed by the IMS the evaluation of the onshore wind energy potential, which is claimed
to be in the range of 3,000MW.

In parallel, for the last three years, the

ministry of interior in cooperation with the

other ministries and in cooperation with public
organizations conducted two parallel activities
– Preparation of a National Master Plan –

which has been released August 2014 – a plan
which provides all provisions and guidance to

the construction of wind farms and a separate
activity of a request for proposals from wind
farm developers to submit their requests

for a preliminary provisional inspection and
approval.

The RFI process resulted in responses for

over 2,000MW, and those did not include some
of the projects mentioned earlier.

The RFI responses were evaluated by

nature conservation organizations, the public
Fig.2 Capacity Factor (%) at 100m

utility authority, the Israeli Electric company,
Ministry of energy, ministry of environment
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protection, IDF, aviation authority – practically
all relevant authorities.

As result of the process, another amount

of roughly 500MW wind farms also got their

bird zoology and behavior

WINFLEX–Manufactures Inflatable

preliminary approval to move forward with the

rotor turbine, Using light weight, flexible and

its "Zero Carbon Israel" research, which was

this turbine presents an innovative Safe

development process.

Work of the Israel Energy Forum released

also published on WWEA bulletin, showing that
Israel could reach by 2040 80% power from

Renewable energy at the same cost of a fossil
based electricity sector.

Technology innovation
Multiple companies at different stages

of development and maturity, some in stealth
mode, other mature exist in the Israeli

landscape. A small sample of some of these
companies includes:

Pentalum, the leading LIDAR equipment

provider, has already delivered hundreds

of units world-wide, with investments from

ABB and GE. Following their successful wind
assessment product, a second generation of

nacelle installed LIDAR is planned to increase

productivity by integrating into the turbine for
early YAW control that would direct the blades
in the direction of the wind and reduce blade
gust damages.

Meteo-Logic, which provides

sophisticated forecasting of wind farm power

production, energy price forecasting as well as
regional forecasting, ramp forecasting in case
of extreme variations in short time-frames,
interday real-time forecasting and up to 14
days ahead forecasting

BIRDVISION–provides potential collision

detection of birds with turbine blades. The

product is also available for collision prevention
46

with power lines. The product is relying on

inexpensive composite materials, in turn allows
using Simple, durable and low cost structure,
solution that is easy to transport, install and

provide maintenance at much reduced costs.

Winflex is one of five top award winners

in the 2010 General Electric Ecomagination
Challenge competition.

EVR-MOTORS – Developing lightweight,

high efficiency direct-drive, permanent-magnet

generators for wind turbines. The lower weight
per KW drastically reduces the engineering

requirements from other turbine components,
such as tower, thus reducing the total cost of

the wind turbine that uses the EVR generator.
ALSTOM S.A. is a partner to EVR-Motors.

RSL Electronics- –provider of wind

turbines Vibration Condition Monitoring

System (CMS) – the WT-HUMS™ (Wind Turbine
Health & Usage Monitoring System)

Synergy Cables- a leading provider of

high quality cables, used in on-shore and offshore wind farms internationally.

WindWells – A unique methodology of

finding those areas with wind wells – a high

wind energy concentration, stable in space and
time.

ENSTORAGE - develops large scale energy

storage solutions based on a cost effective

flow battery technology. which provides long
duration discharge at high power levels, Low
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capital and operating costs and easy integration
with a modular, scalable architecture. SIEMENS
is oe of the investors in the company.

Chakratec- develops a flywheel that

provides a stationary green energy storage

solution with low capital cost and a disruptive
low cost per cycle, with unlimited charge /

In a valley between the Dead Sea to the Red Sea,
where wind was uni-directional , he developed
efficient shrouded (ducted) wind turbine, a
research that continued during the 1960’s.

Examples of other works during the 60's

also included:
•

Professor Eliahu Nissim (M.Sc. 1961)

•

Professor Arnan Seginer (M.Sc. 1963)

discharge cycles

“Investigation of Aerodynamic Envelopes for an

the multiple approaches and solutions available

“Investigation of Aerodynamic Envelopes for an

All the above was but a short sample of

within the Israeli scene for the global wind
industry.

The upcoming world wind energy

conference, which would take place in Israel
next October, is part of the positive trend of

the build-up of the viable, vibrant and active
field to be deployed for the local, as well as
international markets and industries.

History and academic
research
The history and academic research of

Aerogenerator for Wind Energy Utilization”.

Aerogenerator for Wind Energy Utilization (the
axisymmetric case)”.
•

Professor Ozer Igra (M.Sc. 1967)

“Design of a Turbine and Investigation of its

Performance for an Aerogenerator for Wind
Energy Utilization”.

During the mid-1970’s, Dr. Aviv Rosen

- a Post-Doctorate student at UCLA, who

returned to the Technion, formed a research

group that since then was involved in teaching
and research of wind energy, covering

aerodynamics, structural mechanics, dynamics,
performance, control and other topics.

The group published international papers,

wind energy in Israel is nearly as old as the

participated the EU framework research project

1950's, when Israel lacked fossil fuel sources.

bladed HAWT designed and built by a Technion

country itself. Wind energy gained attention
as a source of energy already during the late
This shortage of energy was the drive

for research activities. One of the universities
involved in the research was the Technion –
Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa, and
the than new Department of Aeronautical

MEXICO (Measurements and Experiments In
COntrolled conditions). A model of a three

team, tested in the DNW wind tunnel in the

Netherlands- The results of which have been
used by various research groups all over the
world.

Research during the 80's included

Engineering.

amongst others, topics such as "A Model of

applying aeronautical know how to help the

A. 1988), "The Behaviour of the Blade of a

One of this new Faculty members -

Prof. Avraham Kogan was looking for ways of
young state of Israel. Prof. Kogan identified

wind energy as a potential alternative source.

the Aeroelastic Behavior of Darrieus Wind

Turbine Blades" (Abramovich, H. and Rosen,
Darrieus Wind Turbine" (Abramovich Haim,

D.Sc. 1983), "Wind Turbine for Communication
47
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Towers" (Sheinman Yhoshua, M.Sc. 1986) and
"Numerical Analysis of Tip Vane Influence on
Wind Turbines" (Lavi Isaac, M.Sc. 1989)

At the School of mechanical Engineering,

faculty of engineering, in Tel Aviv University,

there is also vast activity related to renewable
and specifically wind energy, including an

Energy lab and the Energy track of studies,
headed by Prof. Avi Kribus. A few new

experiments were established, among which

performed research, such as a Generalized

Approach to Estimating Capacity Factor of Fixed
Speed Wind Turbines of any type, approach

based on wind probability distribution  and

manufacturer power curve, where Instead of

choosing a particular model for approximating
the power curve, commonly used polynomial
fitting is employed.

At the university of Haifa, Economical-

one can find a wind tunnel experiment on small

Environmental Assessment of Wind Turbines

Aviv University, under the leadership of Prof.

power generation, focusing on the externalities

wind turbines.

In the meadow aerodynamics lab of Tel-

Avi Seifert, a few research projects are being

conducted. These experiments, deal with the

application of active flow control for improved
efficiency of small, medium and large wind

work by Orna Raviv with Prof. Ofira Ayalon and
Dr. R. Palatnik evaluates the social cost of wind
of wind turbines caused by the effect on birds
and agricultural-landscape.

The many activities, within the Academy

turbines.

and industry, as well as the significant

induced vibrations of wind-turbine towers,

world is facing on its way to 100% renewable

In the school of EE of TAU, Prof. George

Weiss has been working on stabilizing windin order to increase their reliability and lifespan using torques obtained by modulating
the generator torque and the pitch angle,

while the recent investigation is on installing a
tuned mass damper in the nacelle. Prof. Weiss
has also investigated the optimal control of
power converters used to transfer the non-

synchronized AC voltage collected from the
generator, to the power grid.

Professor Asher Yahalom and Prof. Alon
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Kuperman from Ariel university have also

governmental assistance in the development of
new technologies and the global challenges the
energies are yet to be explored, and the

upcoming WWEC2015 hosted by WWEA and

the Israeli Wind energy Association could serve
as an excellent platform for the exchange of

knowhow and ideas, a platform for technology
cooperation.

The Israeli Wind Energy Association

would like to welcome you to the coming World
Wind Energy Conference - Let us all meet at the
WWEC2015.
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